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ABSTRACT

Distribution of velocity of flow in compound open channel due to interaction of floodplains and main channel is strongly non-uniform. Defining the distribution of flow velocity is an important factor in calculation of sediment transport and estimation of flow discharge. One of the correction factors in calculation of flow discharge and shear stress are momentum ($\beta$) and energy ($\alpha$) coefficients. In this study, the effect of $\beta$ and $\alpha$ coefficients on Froude number and specific energy are assessed. Stage-discharge relationship in compound open channel was assessed using some empirical formula including Single-Channel Method (SCM), Divided-Channel Method (DCM), and modified divided-channel method (MDCM) and compared with together. When the discharge only flows in main channel all the empirical has a same result whereas by increasing the discharge and covering the floodplains by flow the results of them are different. The highest value of outcome of empirical formula is related to the SCM. Results indicated that considering the energy and momentum coefficients have significant effect on distribution of Froude number and specific energy.

1. Introduction

Estimation of flow discharge in the rivers is one of the main parameters in flood management projects (Parsaie et al. 2015a). Prediction of flow discharge in rivers have welcomed to insurance companies. Prediction of flow discharge leads to evaluate the flow depth in streams, using those parameters is necessary to evaluate the risk of insurance of projects located on floodplains (Parsaie and Haghibia. 2014a). Therefore, they have attempted to develop a damage function proportion of flow discharge and flow depth. To estimate the flow discharge in streams the compound open channel as accurate idea has been proposed (Whyte. 2012). Fig. 1 shows different types of cross section of compound channel. As shown in Fig. 1, the compound open channels cross section includes a main channel and floodplains.

Fig. 1. Compound open channel cross sections.

where, $b_{mc}$ is the main channel width, $n_{mc}$: main channel roughness, $h_{mc}$: main channel depth, $b_{fpl}$: floodplain width, $n_{fpr}$: floodplain roughness and $h_{fpr}$: floodplain depth. Several ways as analytical approaches such as Single-Channel Method (SCM), Divided-Channel Method (DCM), modified divided-channel method (MDCM) have been proposed to estimate the discharge of flow in
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compound open channel (Al-Khatib et al. 2013; Al-Khatib et al. 2012; Bousmar and Zech 1999; Huthoff et al. 2008; Khatua et al. 2012; Liao and Knight 2007; Mohanty and Khatua. 2014; Myers. 1987; Naot et al. 1993; Prinos et al. 1985; Seckin. 2004; Seckin et al. 2009; Stephenson and Kolovopoulos. 1990; Tang et al. 1999; Unal et al. 2010). Recently, intelligence techniques such as artificial neural network (Moashter et al. 2013; Parsaie and Haghiabi. 2015a; Parsaie and Haghiabi. 2014a; Parsaie and Haghiabi. 2014b) and Multilayer perceptron neural network (MLP) (Azamathulla and Zahiri 2012; Najafzadeh and Zahiri. 2015; Zahiri and Azamathulla. 2014) and Genetic Programing (GP) (Azamathulla and Zahiri 2012; Sahu et al. 2011; Zahiri and Azamathulla. 2014). Due to interaction of floodplains and main channel the distribution of flow velocity is highly non-uniform. The aim of this study is defining the hydraulic properties of compound open channel such as distribution of energy coefficient, momentum coefficient, is calculated and their effects on the specific energy, Froude number and calculating the head discharge curve by analytical approaches are evaluated.

2. Material and methods

The Bernoulli equation is the basic formula for open channel hydraulic studies. Distribution of hydraulic component such as energy coefficient, momentum coefficient is calculated by equation (1) and (2) which derives from Bernoulli equation and also the specific energy equation by considering the energy coefficient is given in equation (3).

$$\alpha = \left[ \frac{\sum \limits_{i=1}^{N} V_i^3 A_i}{\sum \limits_{i=1}^{N} V_i A_i} \right] \left( \frac{\sum \limits_{i=1}^{N} V_i A_i}{\sum \limits_{i=1}^{N} V_i^3 A_i} \right)^{3}$$

$$\beta = \frac{\sum \limits_{i=1}^{N} V_i^2 A_i}{\sum \limits_{i=1}^{N} V_i A_i}$$

$$E = y + \frac{\alpha Q^2}{2gA^2}$$

where, $i$ subscript is related to subsections, $V$ is the flow velocity and $A$ is the area of the subsections respectively. It is notable that the energy and momentum coefficients as seem in equations (1 and 2) are functions of flow discharge, flow depth and cross section area. Calculating the flow discharge by classical formula such as manning formula cases of appear incredible error in compare to measured data so researchers try to improve the accuracy of computation by modifying the manning formula. In the follow, two main of analytical approaches which was used by investigators in many compound open channel studies are presented. To understand more detail about the hydraulic component of compound open channel an example of hydraulic channel is considered. This example was designed based on the literature section which stated that the roughness of floodplains and main channel usually is different. Table 1 presents the value of cross section of compound channel which considered in example. In other to the aim of this research is defining the effect of compound cross section of canal and different roughness between the floodplains with main channel on the hydraulic components such as head discharge curve, specific energy distribution and so on.

### Table 1. Summary of geometry properties of example compound open channel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>b</th>
<th>mc</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>mc</th>
<th>h</th>
<th>mc</th>
<th>fpl</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>fpl</th>
<th>h</th>
<th>fpr</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>fpr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1. Single channel method (SCM)

The compound open channel cross section has been considered as a unique cross section in the Single channel method (SCM) and there is not any difference between the normal and compound channel. The main point in the SCM is calculating the equivalent roughness for compound channel by prevalent methods such as Horton and Einstein formula (equation 4) and then discharge is calculated by equation (5). The weakness of the SCM is related to calculate the transport capacity, because when the water level increases and flow covers the floodplains especially in the lowest depth of flow at the floodplains, wet perimeter is more increases in compare to the wet area so transport capacity is calculated small and at the end the flow discharge which are calculated by SCM are smaller than the actual values. Increasing the flow depth on the floodplains the accuracy of the SCM may be improved.

$$n_e = \left[ \sum \limits_{i=1}^{N} \left( \frac{p_i n_i^{-2}}{2} \right) \right]^{1/2}$$

$$Q = \frac{1}{n_e} AR^2 S^{1/2}$$

2.2. Divided channel method (DCM)

The Divided Channel method (DCM) divides the compound channel to some sub sections. The DCM is based on the uniform velocity in the subsections. In this method the compound channel section is divided to the main channel and floodplains and total discharge is calculated by adding the sections discharge. The discharge in subsections calculates by equation (6). as shown in this equation the classical equation such as manning is used for calculating the discharge and $i$ subscription is related to the discharge in each sub sections. The separation line between the main channel and floodplains as shown in the Fig. 1 may be considered as vertical, diagonal or horizontal. Some modification has been conducted on the divided channel method and in this regards the divided channel method with horizontal division lines which are excluded within the calculation of wetted perimeter (DCM (h-e)) can be mentioned.

$$Q_i = \frac{1}{n_i} \sum \left( \frac{A_i R_i^{5/3}}{n_i} \right) S_{i0}^{1/2}$$

3. Results and discussion

The momentum and energy coefficients were calculated from equations (1 and 2) and distribution of them gives in Fig. 2. As shown in Fig. 2 the momentum and energy coefficients are constant versus the flow depth until the discharge flows only in the main channel. By increasing the flow depth, the value of the momentum and energy coefficients are increased rapidly and the rate of energy coefficient is much more than the momentum coefficient.
This change in distribution is related to intense non-uniformity in distribution of velocity and entering the properties of floodplains such as area and flow depth in computation process of momentum and energy coefficients. As shown in Fig. 1 and equations (1 and 2), when the flow depth is increased especially when the flow depth increased a modicum value then the main channel, the discharge flows in floodplains and the area of flow increased suddenly, so the value of momentum and energy coefficients increased rapidly. As shown in Fig. 2 by increasing the flow depth the distribution of momentum and energy coefficients decreases after it’s suddenly increase. The reason of this reduction is regulation of velocity distribution and reduction the effect of floodplains on the hydraulic characteristics of compound open channel. The results of discharge calculation in compound open channel by analytical approaches are given in the Fig. 3.

As shown in Fig. 3, the results of the all analytical approaches are similar when the discharge flows in the main channel only. by increasing the flow depth event more than the main channel depth as shown in the Fig. 3 there is no change in the rate of results of the DCM and MDCM methods but the SCM method when the flow depth a little increased more than main channel, the SCM method results shows a reduction in flow discharge calculation. As shown in the Fig. 3 the results of SCM is more the other analytical approaches. Figs. 4 and 5 show the distribution of Froude number versus the flow depth.

Fig. 2. Distribution of energy and momentum coefficients versus the flow depth.

Fig. 3. Result of analytical approaches for calculation of discharge versus the flow depth.
without considering the energy coefficient. As seems in both Figs. 4 and 5 by increasing the discharge of flow the flow depth is increased at the constant Froude number. Considering the energy coefficient to calculate the Froude number cases of appears more Froude number in constant flow depth.

![Fig. 4. Distribution of Froude number versus flow depth with energy coefficient.](image)

![Fig. 5. Distribution of Froude number versus flow depth without energy coefficient.](image)

Both of Figs. 6 and 7 show the distribution of specific energy versus the flow depth. Specific energy increases by increasing the discharge of flow.

Fig. 6 is showing the specific energy by considering the energy coefficient whereas the Fig. 7 is showing the specific energy without the energy coefficient. The energy coefficient is more effective on the specific energy curve especially when the discharge coefficient is increased.

4. Conclusion

In this paper a theoretical hydraulic analysis conducted on the hydraulic components of compound open channel. The result of this study showed that the compound section for open channel cases to non-uniformity in velocity distribution especially when the flow depth is increased in values a life more than the main channel depth so the energy and momentum coefficients is more variation especially at flow depth values life more than the main channel depth. Calculation of flow discharge in compound open channel by modified divided-channel method (MDCM) shows the more values in compare to other analytical approaches. Considering the energy coefficient is more
effect on the distribution of specific energy versus the flow depth especially is more effective by increasing the discharge.

Fig. 6. Distribution of Froude number versus flow depth with energy coefficient.

Fig. 7. Distribution of Froude number versus flow depth without energy coefficient.
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